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In partnership with

Your Motion & Control, Filtration and Automation Solutions Partner



More Pneumatic Products Wainbee offers:

What can Wainbee 
do for you?

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

SPECIAL PACKAGING & KITTING

IN FIELD INSTALLATION & REPAIRS

COMPRESSED AIR &  
VACUUM SYSTEM PIPING

Wainbee is a market leader and trusted solution 
partner in Motion & Control, Filtration and Automation 
solutions.  Wainbee is also known for its extensive 
knowledge in Pneumatic and Vacuum technologies 
and can help you identify any performance issues 
related to your existing equipment. With our expertise 
and resources, we can adapt to your unique needs and 
provide you with products and services enabling your 
company to operate seamlessly.

• Directional & Accessory Valves
• Cylinders, Linear & Rotary Actuators
• Air Compressors
• Air Motors
• Regenerative Blower
• Air Amplifiers & Gas Boosters
• Automation Components
• Air Preparation Units, Airline Accessories & Oil
• Hose & Fittings
• Pneumatic Systems
• Vacuum Solutions

Wainbee’s ability to integrate products from 
globally recognized brands have allowed us to 
offer smart systems for many applications. With 
over 60 years of customer design experience, 
our Application Specialists can provide ready 
to use pneumatic and vacuum systems to 
help improve efficiencies while making an 
economical impact to your operations.

Kitting & Assembly services provide Users & 
OEMs with the ability for all of our products to  
be seamlessly integrated into your projects.

Wainbee provides services to help you integrate 
our custom designed Motion Control, Filtration 
and Automation systems into your production 
machine through field installations. We also 
recognize the need to maintain production and 
offer infield repair services to maximize your 
up-time and minimize down-time. For regular 
support, Service Contracts can be offered 
to ensure a qualified Wainbee Technician is 
available to meet your infield requirements  
on a regular basis.

In the world of manufacturing, compressed air 
is a powerful and important resource. Whether 
you’re powering hand tools or shop tools with 
compressed air, you can always benefit from a 
more efficient and streamlined compressed air 
system. Wainbee can help you understand the 
drawbacks to traditional piping systems and 
the benefits of using Transair aluminum piping 
solutions for an energy efficient and  
lightweight alternative.



Our Credo
We are engaged in honorable work, 

providing the world with useful, productive,  
affordable products.

We do this with the distinction of a long reputation 
for quality, service, performance, and value.

We deal fairly. We keep our word.

We understand profit is a vehicle to our purposes 
and not our only purpose.

We support our community.

We enjoy what we do. We are good at it.

We are getting better all the time.

We are grateful to God for our blessings.

We respect and encourage each other.

We show pride in our work.

We are Clippard.

Clippard is a third-generation family-owned and  
operated company. We have been proudly manufacturing 
in the United States of America for more than 75 years. 
Although many things have changed since our founder 
Leonard Clippard first began making coils out of his 
home in 1941, the fundamental principles he instilled in 
his company have endured. Our motto “Quality People, 
Quality Products” emphasizes the importance we place on 
relationships. Putting people over products was important 
to Leonard and it’s a philosophy that remains deeply 
embedded in our company culture. This extends not just 
to our employees but to our customers, our distributors, 
our suppliers, and our community. 

It is this unique culture that has allowed us to rise 
above our competition—a culture rooted deeply in our 
company’s rich history, strengthened by our values,  
and cultivated by the efforts of many dedicated people 
over the years. Though it may be difficult to describe,  
it is unmistakably felt. Let us show you what it means  
to work with Clippard.

To learn more about Clippard's history, visit 
clippard.com/link/history



PROBLEM

Separating oil, gas, and water from a tank 
can be a real challenge. This is especially true 
when all three are in a tank that is continually 
building internal pressure. In this application, the 
customer needed a way to control the pressure 
and allow for the separation of all three. They 
were looking to replace existing high-bleed 
controllers, such as common cantilever and 
torque tube level control heads, which weren’t 
performing consistently.

SOLUTION

Clippard’s straightforward design included several 
standard catalog components as well as parts 
machined specifically for the unit, all of which 
were incorporated into a specially-designed block 
manifold. Operation of the controller is actuated 
by a float inside the separation tank—as the liquid 
rises, the float moves a rod that touches the pilot 
actuator valve. This sends a signal to a cylinder that 
opens a valve and releases liquid from the tank. 

With a no-bleed design, the new solution is more 
environmentally friendly. It is also easier to install, 
more accurate, more durable, and provides more 
cost effective operation.

WHAT CAN CLIPPARD DO FOR YOU?

877-245-6247



Wainbee represents world 
leading brands in Canada in 
the following fields:
Hydraulics

EM Drives & Controls

Power Tools

Instrumentation

Pneumatics

Filtration

Hose & Fittings

Machining

What makes 
Wainbee different?
Engineered Systems, Products and Services

Coast-to-Coast Technical Support

Unsurpassed Customer Service

Since 1957, Wainbee has been supplying components 
and engineered systems to customers in a wide range 
of industries. By partnering with customers across a 
multitude of markets we are able to design new or 
enhance existing systems.

As the market leader and one of Canada’s largest 
industrial distributors, Wainbee has 16 offices with a 
comprehensive team of engineering and technical 
staff coast to coast. Our sales and tech teams are 
equipped to provide technical support from all our 
products, across all market and industry segments, for 
your application and productivity success.

Wainbee is an employee-owned and managed 
Canadian company. We pursue excellence in our 
technical expertise, solutions and service, take pride  
in the work we do, and bring the best practices to  
our customers.
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Wainbee Limited
5789 Coopers Avenue, Mississauga, 
Ontario, Canada L4Z 3S6 (Head Office)
1-888-WAINBEE (924-6233) 
salesinfo@wainbee.com 
www.wainbee.com

MONTREAL, QC
215 boul. Brunswick 
Pointe-Claire, QC H9R 4R7
514-697-8810 (Tel) 
514-697-3070 (Fax)

VANCOUVER, BC
100-19288 22nd Avenue
Surrey, BC V3Z 3S6
604-278-4288 (Tel) 
604-278-3490 (Fax)

EDMONTON, AB 
6618 68 Ave NW
Edmonton, AB T6B 3M3
780-468-2463 (Tel)
780-437-7931 (Fax)

Vancouver | Duncan | Campbell River | Prince George | 
Edmonton | Calgary | Saskatoon | Winnipeg | Kitchener | 
Mississauga (Head Office) | Montréal | Québec |  
St-Georges | Chicoutimi | Sept-Îles | Halifax


